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Corporate Tax Burdens in the
Southern States: A Comparison

INTRODUCTION
State and local taxes and tax policy are among the more important consid-

erations in decisions to locate, expand or continue a business operation. When
the essential factors, such as labor, raw materials, transportation and access to
markets, are equal, state and local taxes can tip the scales. Businesses also stress
the importance of tax stability, predictability and ease of administration.
Frequent changes or threats of change in a state’s tax policies make it difficult
for businesses to plan with any certainty.

Unfortunately, Louisiana is generally regarded as having one of the worst
business tax climates in the country. At the same time, Louisiana is often por-
trayed as a low tax state. In recent years, the state has been ranked from 44th to
46th in the nation in total taxes per capita. However, generalizing about tax bur-
dens from such data can be misleading. The state’s very low per-capita income
and the favorable property tax treatment on homes results in lower-than-average
total tax payments by individual taxpayers, thus leaving businesses to take up the
slack. Not only does Louisiana’s tax structure treat business and individual tax-
payers differently, but it also bears more heavily on some types of businesses
than others.

Although a bit dated, a 1997 study by the Institute on Taxation and
Economic Policy (ITEP) ranked Louisiana 10th in the nation in the share of
total state and local taxes paid by business. In contrast, Louisiana ranked 41st in
total state and local taxes per capita that year. However, these broad comparisons
tell little about the relative tax burdens the states would place on a specific firm.

This analysis uses hypothetical firms to compare the corporate tax structure
and major tax incentives offered in each of 12 southern states: Alabama,
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia. It is an expanded update of a
1994 PAR report.

The hypothetical firms used in this analysis are assumed to be registered as
traditional “C” corporations.
The relative tax burdens
would likely differ for firms
registered as partnerships, “S”
corporations or limited liabili-
ty companies (LLCs), but a
detailed comparison of these
forms of business was
beyond the scope of this
analysis.

A full discussion of the methodology and find-
ings of this study can be found on PAR’s web-
site (www.la-par.org). Included are the balance
sheets and income statements for the hypo-
thetical firms; the tax calculations for each
hypothetical firm, for each state and for the
urban, suburban and rural areas; the tax rates
used; the tax calculations for the incentive
comparison; and a description of the incen-
tives applied.



The first part of the analysis
compares the 2000 tax burden for
each of 14 hypothetical firms.
Balance sheets and income state-
ments for these firms were
designed to isolate specific tax
policy issues and illustrate differ-
ences in state tax structures. Seven
of the 14 firms were examined in
the 1994 analysis and the other
seven were designed to represent
firms in the industry clusters tar-
geted by the Department of

Economic Development (DED).
All firms were assumed to be
ongoing concerns no longer eligi-
ble for temporary tax incentives.
Tax burdens were calculated for
the largest urban areas and for
typical suburban and rural loca-
tions in each state. The suburban
area taxes are used for this sum-
mary discussion as they generally
appear to be more representative
of the states’ tax structures as a
whole.

Using hypothetical firms pro-
vides a useful comparison of state
tax laws, but does not capture all
the subtleties of tax administra-
tion and tax planning that can
greatly alter a real firm’s tax pay-
ments. (For example, if one state’s
inventory tax is high, a firm might
store its inventory in a lower-tax
state.) However, obtaining compa-
rable tax data on real firms for 12
states is not a realistic option.

2

Tax Burden Comparisons

TABLE 1
Louisiana State and Local Tax Burden as a Percentage of the Southern Average

(Rank #1=highest)
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Table 1 compares Louisiana’s
state and local tax burdens in 2000
to the 1993 tax burdens from
PAR’s earlier analysis. Louisiana
has apparently improved its posi-
tion somewhat relative to the
southern states. However, both
studies show higher than southern
average state/local tax burdens for
each of the hypothetical Louisiana
manufacturing firms, with taxes
on the capital-intensive manufac-
turer fully one-third higher than
the southern average. Both studies
show retail and wholesale firm
taxes close to the southern aver-
age.

Several changes in methodol-
ogy from the earlier study may
account for some of the differ-

ences from 1993 to 2000. Specific
location taxes replaced statewide
averages and Virginia, a low-tax
state, was added. However, the
major difference was that the
phase-in of the inventory tax
credit was only 40% implemented
in 1993. With the credit fully
phased in, the tax burden on
those firms with relatively large
inventories–the labor-intensive
manufacturer, wholesale firm and
retail firm–fell sharply relative to
the southern average. The capital-
intensive manufacturer, with rela-
tively little inventory, saw little
change in its relative tax burden
although its ranking
improved–from first highest to
third.

Cluster Firms 

The DED has designated
nine industry clusters for special
development efforts, however
each includes a wide range of
firms. PAR selected a hypothetical
firm from each of seven manufac-
turing clusters to compare tax bur-
dens. (See Table 1.) The tax bur-
dens differed according to where
the firm falls on the labor-inten-
sive to capital-intensive continu-
um.

If a conclusion can be drawn
from the cluster-firm data, it
might be that Louisiana’s basic tax
structure is not well suited, in the
long run, to some of the targeted
industries. The most labor-inten-
sive of these firms, shipbuilding,
would have been taxed at about

TABLE 2
Ranking by State and Local Tax Burden

(Rank #1=highest)

State/Local Tax Burdens, 1993 and 2000
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the southern average. However,
the taxes on the other firms exam-
ined would have all exceeded the
southern average by 12% to 35%.
(NOTE: in this comparison the
Louisiana taxes do not include the
industrial tax exemption and other
incentives that might help to ini-
tially attract such firms.)

Southern State
Rankings

Table 2 shows the relative
state/local tax burden rankings of
the 12 southern states for five
hypothetical firms. Texas is gener-
ally the highest tax state with
Florida, Mississippi and Louisiana
vying for next highest. Alabama
and Virginia have the consistently
lowest tax burdens for the firms
examined.

Because of the major role
capital-intensive firms play in
Louisiana’s economy, it is interest-

ing to see how the different state
tax structures favor or disfavor the
capital-intensive manufacturer as
compared to other types of busi-
ness firms. The tax systems in
Arkansas, Georgia, Mississippi and
Oklahoma tend to favor the capi-
tal-intensive manufacturer while
Florida, Louisiana and South
Carolina tend to disfavor them rel-
ative to the other types of firms.

Comparing Louisiana’s
Major Taxes

Why do Louisiana’s state/
local tax burdens on the hypothet-
ical manufacturing firms rank so
high? As shown in Table 3, the
property tax, sales tax and fran-
chise tax on these firms all exceed
the southern averages. The prima-
ry factor, however, is the sales tax
on manufacturing machinery and
equipment (MM&E). This, togeth-
er with high sales tax rates, results
in sales taxes for the Louisiana

manufacturing firms that are three
times the southern average, more
or less, depending on the type of
firm. The capital-intensive firm is
particularly vulnerable. Louisiana
is one of only two southern states
that do not exempt or significantly
reduce sales taxes on replacement
purchases of MM&E.

Louisiana’s inventory tax
credit, which has been fully
phased in since 1995, makes a tax-
by-tax comparison with other
states extremely complicated.
Louisiana firms pay the property
tax on inventories and receive a
credit first against their income tax
liability and then against their cor-
porate franchise tax liability. Any
remaining credit is refunded by
the state. As a result, roughly a
third of the property tax paid
becomes a deduction from the
firm’s income and franchise tax
liabilities. For most of the hypo-
thetical firms, the credit eliminates
all or nearly all of the income tax.

TABLE 3
Louisiana Taxes as a Percentage of the Southern Average
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TABLE 4
Louisiana Tax Burdens as a Percentage of the Southern Average

Three Scenarios

Table 3 shows the total
property taxes paid (including
inventory taxes) as a percentage
of the southern average. The
income and franchise taxes are
shown before and after the
inventory tax credit is taken.

Before the inventory tax
credit is taken, the Louisiana
income tax liability for each of
the hypothetical firms is essen-
tially at the southern average.
And, the Louisiana franchise tax
is nearly twice that of the next
highest state. Texas, the only
southern state without an
income tax, has a franchise tax
nearly two and one-half times
Louisiana’s. However, the Texas
franchise tax is not really compa-
rable. It actually functions as an
income tax–80% of the taxpay-

ers pay it based on their net
income.

Louisiana’s tax structure is
unsympathetic to a firm that
does not show a profit. The
Louisiana state/local tax burden
for the “average” manufacturer
making a normal profit is 22%
above the southern average, but
when it breaks even, the gap
grows to 36%. The firm would
pay no income tax but its com-
bined property and franchise
taxes would still be the fifth
highest in the south. The prima-
ry problem, however, is the very
high sales taxes on MM&E
replacement. Of course the ail-
ing firm could forego these taxes
by not making the replacements,
but this would only further hurt
its competitiveness.

When the “average” manu-
facturer’s balance sheet is
tweaked to show a higher pro-
portion of debt and less capital
stock, the Louisiana firm is
placed at a slight disadvantage.
The shift from stock to debt
does not change the Louisiana
taxes on the “high-debt” firm
but it lowers the tax in most
other states. Only Louisiana and
Oklahoma include debt in the
franchise tax base. In most
states, more debt and less stock
means a lower franchise tax bill.
The relative impact in this exam-
ple is small because the franchise
tax is less than 12% of the
state/local tax burden.

Table 3 also illustrates how
federal taxes serve to partially
offset differences in state/local
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taxes. This is because much of the
state and local tax burden is
deductible for federal tax purpos-
es. For each additional $1 in prop-
erty and state income taxes paid,
the firm typically saves 34 cents in
federal taxes (about 32 cents in
Louisiana because federal taxes are
deductible for state income tax
purposes). However, sales tax paid
on equipment can only be
expensed against federal taxes over
the life of the equipment.

The Impact of
Potential Tax Changes

PAR calculated, for each
hypothetical firm, the impact of
removing the state sales tax on
MM&E, removing the state and
local sales tax on MM&E and
additionally removing debt from
the franchise tax base. Table 4
summarizes the results for five of
the firms.

The potential tax changes
would significantly reduce the tax
burdens on Louisiana manufactur-
ing firms. The wholesale and retail
firms would only be affected by
the removal of debt from the
franchise tax base. The final col-
umn shows the offsetting impact
of federal taxes. While the firms’
state and local tax burdens would
be dramatically improved, their
total tax burdens would be
reduced to just slightly below aver-
age.

Comparing Taxes and Tax Incentives 
For a Start-Up Manufacturing Firm

The second part of this
analysis calculates the total start-
up taxes paid in each state by a
hypothetical “average” manufac-
turing firm. Table 5 shows the
combined total of all major state
and local taxes paid in the first
10 years of operation and the
combined total of the major tax
incentives that might be given in
each state in a competitive situa-
tion. The table then shows the
amount of start-up sales tax paid
on building materials, machinery
and equipment and any incen-
tives that might apply to these
sales taxes. The final column
shows the net combined tax bur-
den for the start-up and first ten
years of operation.

Selecting the incentives to
apply in each state is a somewhat
subjective exercise. Most of the
incentives are discretionary and
often are negotiated by the state
and/or local governments. In
addition, the incentives are often
variable, depending on the firm’s
investment, payroll, average

wages, employee characteristics,
location and other factors.

The hypothetical average
manufacturing firm is assumed
to have invested $5.6 million in
plant and equipment ($4,840,000
in building materials, machinery
and equipment) and created 100
new jobs paying an average of
$35,000 per year (annual payroll
of $3.5 million.) The firm earns
$1 million annually before taxes,
after the first year, and ends the
10-year period with $10 million
in assets.

Table 5 presents the
Louisiana tax burden with three
scenarios. The first applies the
ten-year industrial property tax
exemption alone, which a bona
fide manufacturer is essentially
guaranteed. In addition, howev-
er, the firm would almost cer-
tainly be able to obtain the
enterprise zone (EZ) incentives
(a $2,500 per job credit and a
rebate of start-up sales taxes–the
4% state sales tax and an
assumed 1% local tax rebate) or

the Quality Jobs incentive (5%
of payroll annually for 10 years),
whichever is higher. These are
shown as alternatives two and
three. Clearly, the Quality Jobs
incentive would be selected,
which, in this case, would exceed
the total state and local tax liabil-
ities and provide a sizeable cash
rebate. A more capital-intensive
firm might find the EZ incen-
tives better if its start-up sales
taxes on MM&E were large
enough.

Similar quality jobs pro-
grams in South Carolina,
Oklahoma and Arkansas would
cover all of the firm’s tax liabili-
ties for the first 10 years. These
programs are not true tax incen-
tives, but actually cash rebates
paid as a percentage of the
firm’s new payroll. The remain-
ing states show a large range of
potential net tax burdens. Texas
has the highest tax burden, even
after its generous tax incentives
are applied. However, several of
the higher tax states, including
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Texas and Florida, could further
sweeten the deal if local govern-
ments used their full authority.

Unique among these states is
Virginia, which levies low taxes to
begin with and offers no general
tax incentives. Each of the other
states has at least two or three
generally applicable tax incentives
at its disposal. Most states also
have a number of other incentives
for limited or targeted purposes.

It is difficult to generalize
from this limited comparison,
however it does illustrate the
range of state incentive packages.
It also demonstrates the impor-
tance of incentives in offsetting
Louisiana’s otherwise high tax
structure. Louisiana has the third
highest 10-year tax total before
any incentives are applied, in this
case, but its start-up sales taxes far
exceed those of any other state

due to the heavy sales taxes on
MM&E.

The Louisiana firm’s net
start-up, 10-year tax burden ranks
second highest in this comparison
with only the industrial tax exemp-
tion applied. With the EZ incen-
tives added, it ranks about midway
among the 12 southern states. The
quality jobs incentive can, in
effect, create a negative tax situa-
tion for the hypothetical firm.

TABLE 5
Ten-Year State and Local Start-up Taxes on an Average Manufacturing Firm,

With Available Tax Incentives

Conclusion

The comparison of state tax
structures as they apply to ongo-
ing firms indicates once again the
need for serious tax reform in
Louisiana. While the inventory tax

credit has apparently made some
improvement, Louisiana’s corpo-
rate tax burden on manufacturing
firms remains relatively high
among the southern states. To off-

set this tax structure, the state has
adopted increasingly generous
incentives in an effort to lure new
firms.



Inventory Tax Credit

The 1994 PAR report warned
against efforts by some to halt the
phasing-in of the inventory tax cred-
it. It indicated that the credit could
reduce the total tax burden for labor-
intensive manufacturers to about the
southern average and bring wholesale
and retail firms slightly below the
average. Current comparisons indi-
cate that those predictions were cor-
rect and show significant reductions
in the relative tax burdens of each of
the hypothetical firms examined,
although some still remain high.

Sales Tax on MM&E

The sales tax on the initial and
replacement purchase of MM&E
continues to be out of line with the
practice in other states. The elimina-
tion or reduction of this tax, or its
impact, would accomplish several
desirable objectives. It would signifi-
cantly reduce the cost of start-ups

and expansion or modernization, par-
ticularly for capital-intensive firms.
An incentive offered at the point of
investment is much more meaningful
to a start-up firm, which typically
begins operations in the “red.” Also,
this incentive would give the firm an
immediate $1 benefit for each $1 in
taxes foregone, whereas most later $1
tax breaks require the firm to pass on
up to 34 cents to the federal govern-
ment.

Corporation
Franchise Tax

The state’s franchise tax remains
out of line with other states. The
franchise tax could be lowered to
about the southern average by cutting
the tax rate in half or by removing
debt from the tax base. Removing
debt would benefit most firms but
particularly start-ups, high-debt firms
and firms which cannot easily raise
capital by issuing stock.

Industrial Property
Tax Exemption

The 10-year industrial tax
exemption remains one of the more
significant tax incentives in the south.
It is unique in that its nearly automat-
ic application makes it essentially a
part of Louisiana’s tax structure.
Even with this exemption, Louisiana’s
start-up tax burden is easily equaled
or undercut (substantially in some
cases) by other southern states when
they apply their generally available
discretionary tax incentives.

Tax Reform

The need to revise the entire
state and local tax structure to pro-
vide an equitable, productive and sta-
ble revenue stream to finance govern-
mental operations remains of para-
mount importance.
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